Mid-week Reflection #11
June 9, 2020
By The Rev. Nancy Yee
Greetings in the Name of the One who is the Prince of Peace
As I sit to write this reflection, I find myself reflecting on my reflection process. I’m wondering how
long should I continue writing these reflections. I know many of you appreciate them and find them
encouraging and edifying. But, I’m also learning that some of you are a bit behind in reading, which
causes me to wonder, are they too long, too frequent or too much?
Now, with the days getting longer, summer on the horizon, and a government who’s cautiously
developing a systematic plan to re-open our society, I’m thinking about re-vamping the reflections.
People are outside more, and doing more with families and the time in self-isolation has reduced.
This is all a good thing! But, it leads me to think about revamping the reflections to meet the needs of
the parishes.
I don’t know how I’ll revamp them, yet. But, I’ll start with making this one being a bit shorter. If you
have any suggestions on what you would like me to reflect on, please, drop me a line. I welcome
feedback.
Last week’s reflection was a serious one, dealing with a timely, but the uncomfortable topic of racism,
in the light of George Floyd’s death, an African-American man who was murdered by a white police
officer in Minneapolis. I hope you took some time to read MLK’s letter from a Birmingham jail. Like I
said, it contains powerful words and images worth pondering and understanding.
This week, we saw George Floyd’s memorials and funeral broadcast on television. Did you get a
chance to listen to Rev. Al Sharpton’s sermon at Mr. Floyd’s memorial service? Wow! I was blown
away. There’s nothing like good black preaching to stir the soul and awaken the spirit!! I’ve never
heard the reverend preach before. I’ve always heard him speak on television during times that
require him to be a political pundit and commentator on issues of the day. And, to be honest, I often
found him a bit bland in his analysis and speech. I didn’t appreciate his political rhetoric. But, his
spiritual/faith rhetoric is amazing! The sermon’s substance and rhythm makes it worth listening.
Video of The Rev. Al Sharpton Sermon (31:24)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=giIS5f_yF9k
Here’s the transcript of the sermon.
https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/reverend-al-sharpton-eulogy-transcript-at-george-floydmemorial-service

This week saw not only more protests, but a call to “defund” the police force. I’m not going to get too
much into a debate or a reflection about this topic. It’s actually the first time I’ve heard about this
idea. Mind you, the idea has been floating around amongst community activists for decades, it seems.
Suffice it is to say, reducing the billions of dollars of that go into police force budgets and taking that
money to invest in community development, health and education for minorities and the poor is a
controversial but intriguing idea filled with some good possibilities.
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I think God is giving us another opportunity to rethink the way we live in our society, how we should
be policed, and what it means to work for the common good.
Racism in our world is both simple and complex. Simple, in that we all know that racism is evil.
Complex because to recognize it in ourselves and to eradicate it in our societies is very challenging.
One of the things that makes racism complex is what some call “intersectionality”.
Wikipedia says this about intersectionality …
Intersectionality is a theoretical framework for understanding how aspects of a person's social and
political identities (e.g., gender, race, class, sexuality, ability, height etc.) might combine to create unique
modes of discrimination. Intersectionality identifies injustices that are felt by people due to a
combination of factors.
Another web article says this about intersectionality…
People are often disadvantaged by multiple sources of oppression: their race, class, gender identity,
sexual orientation, religion, and other identity markers. Intersectionality recognizes that identity
markers (e.g. “woman” and “black”) do not exist independently of each other, and that each informs the
others, often creating a complex convergence of oppression. For instance, a black man and a white
woman make $0.74 and $0.78 to a white man’s dollar, respectively. Black women, faced with multiple
forms of oppression, only make $0.64. Understanding intersectionality is essential to combating the
interwoven prejudices people face in their daily lives. https://www.ywboston.org/2017/03/what-isintersectionality-and-what-does-it-have-to-do-with-me/
In other words, if you’re a black, educated, intelligent, wealthy woman, you experience prejudice
more than if you were a white educated, intelligent, wealthy woman. Take Oprah Winfrey, for
example. Remember the time when she and her hairdresser tried to shop at an exclusive
appointment-only store in Paris? She wasn’t allowed in. This is intersectionality. A poor gay illiterate
white woman is discriminated against more than a working class white straight woman with a high
school education.
The term “intersectionality” is an academic, theoretical one. If it’s too abstract for you, never mind. If
you don’t understand it, it doesn’t mean that you’re not smart. It just means the concept is a new one
to you and you need time to digest its importance to you. Just know that racism is a complex
phenomenon that we can’t understand or eradicate unless we understand all the other “-isms” in our
society, e.g. class-ism, age-ism, gender-ism, homophobia, etc.
Here’s an abstract, colourful way of seeing intersectionality and how different groups of people
intersect with other groups that creates a hierarchy of oppression and marginalization.
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Here’s another diagram of how intersectionality impacts privilege …

So, in the above diagram, you can see the different kinds of privilege and oppression that exist in our
society and how you can be privileged in one area, but not in another. How many of us reading this
reflection fit into the top half of the diagram? I bet most of us do. You can say we’re a privileged
bunch.
DOES WHITE PRIVILEGE EXIST?
Now, many deny that there’s such a thing as “white privilege”. Even some African-Americans deny
that white privilege exists at all. Take a look. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18IVjGz9Gvk
(5:09)
Some believe white privilege is a left wing conspiracy designed to silence conservative right-wing
voices. However, white privilege isn’t about making white people feel guilty. Nor is it about calling all
white people racist just because of their skin colour or that they’re a dominant social group. I don’t
have the time and nor the space to get into this debate of whether white privilege exists or not in this
reflection. After all, this was supposed to be a shorter reflection! I just want to raise the fact that not
everyone believes in the concept of white privilege to give you the opportunity to decide for yourself
whether white privilege exists or not.
PANDEMIC AND PRIVILEGE
It’s been said that the pandemic is the great equalizer. In a sense, that’s true. Everyone is susceptible
to the disease. No one is immune. Not that we know of, anyways.
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But, on the other hand, the pandemic has hit certain groups in our society harder, like those who live
in poverty, which generally tend to be minorities. Also, if you are in a privileged class, like someone
with a post-secondary education, less than 60% are able to work at home while less than 30% are
able to work out of their home of those with only a high school education. Working from home and
getting paid is a privilege.
WHITE PRIVILEGE CHECKLIST
This checklist was developed by a woman named Peggy McIntosh. I’ve attached her checklist to this
email and an essay she wrote, entitled, White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack. I invite you
to fill out the checklist to help you see your own privilege or lack of. I’ve also attached her article on
white privilege.
SENSE OF PRIVILEGE IS SUBJECTIVE
We often don’t see our own privilege because we don’t “feel” privileged, even when we are. But, it’s
not about how you feel. It’s about being aware of our place in society and the reality of discrimination
and injustice in the world.
I didn’t realize my own privilege until a couple of decades ago. Being a woman of Asian descent and a
1st generation child of immigrants, I did not feel privileged. But, a friend of mine said I was privileged
because of my education, middle-class background and relatively harmonious family of origin.
At first I bristled at that idea that I was privileged. I certainly didn’t feel that way. But, the more I
thought about it, the more I realized that my friend was right. I had an education that opened doors
to better jobs. I grew up with enough food to satisfy me body, good clothes that didn’t make me look
out of place and a warm and clean home with a family that was accepting, healthy and functional
(relatively speaking).
And now that I’m a priest, I’m privileged to serve two Christian communities in Regina. In general,
Christianity has been a “privileged” religion. Maybe that privilege is being challenged these days with
the rise of atheism, secularism, and pluralism (I know…more “-ism” words!) I know we Christians
often don’t feel privileged when some of us try to bring up faith, Jesus or the bible in public discourse.
But, again, it’s not about having a feeling of privilege but about it being a reality that Christianity has
dominated the religious landscape for centuries.
Now, I know and you know that Jesus is Lord over heaven and earth and he came to save all of
humanity. But, this spiritual truth makes Jesus superior over all other gods. It doesn’t make you and I
superior. In other words, to believe in Jesus doesn’t make us better than others who don’t believe in
Jesus. Loving and following Jesus means we are to be humble before others. After all, we’re sinners
like everyone else. It’s just that Jesus chose us to know him and worship him as the One who Saves.
This knowledge of Jesus shouldn’t make us feel superior but it should make us feel grateful that we
are saved and redeemed by the blood of Jesus.
Christianity as a religion is privileged. See the link to an article on what it means when someone says
that Christianity is privileged. If our faith is privileged, then it’s up to those who follow and love Jesus
as Lord and Saviour to not misuse and or abuse that privilege by putting down other religions. It’s
our responsibility to bear witness to the spiritual reality that Jesus is Lord, not with big bats and loud
words but to bear witness as mere humble servants sent by our Heavenly Father to do His will and
fulfil His mission of love and justice on earth as guided by the Holy Spirit. Let it be so!
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Here’s the interesting article on Christian privilege.
https://www.itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2012/05/list-of-examples-of-christian-privileg/

BLUE EYE/BROWN EYE EXPERIMENT
Jane Elliott, a 3rd grade school teacher, in 1968, after MLK, Jr.’s assassination , devised an experiment
with her class of young students to teach them about racism. Her controversial experiment divided a
town and thrust her into the national stage.
Jane’s experiment is a no-holds barred look at the truth about racism. She is tough and uses “earthy”
language. Be warned, in some of these videos, she uses a few expletives. I wouldn’t want to be one of
her “students”. She makes grown-ups extremely uncomfortable and in some cases, even cry. But, she
effectively brings home these points – that racism is evil, that our behaviour needs to change and that
there is only one race in the world, the human race.
Here is a series of videos about that experiment.
Here’s the 1995 PBS documentary on Jane Elliott and her 1968 experiment on racism in America.
(53:00)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mcCLm_LwpE
Jane Elliott on Oprah Winfrey in 1992 (32:53)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebPoSMULI5U
Jane Elliott’s Experiment with American College Students (51:22)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPZEJHJPwIw
Jane Elliott’s Experiment with British citizens (47:00)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nqv9k3jbtYU
Jane Elliott’s brief question to assess your sense of racism and privilege. Ask yourself the same
question Jane asked but replace the word “black” with “indigenous”. How would you answer?
(1:00)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyONLqf9Xms
Jane Elliott on Jimmy Fallon, June 1, 2020 (7:16)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2z-ahJ4uws
An article about the experiment
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/lesson-of-a-lifetime-72754306/
NOTE: Jane Elliott did the experiment in Regina some time ago. Her experiment was captured on
film, entitled “Indecently Exposed!” Here’s a short clip from that film. (4:51)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1jf86p90ZY
If you want to watch the whole thing, Tim and I have a copy you can borrow.
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NOT ANOTHER LATE NIGHT TALK SHOW HOST?
James Corden, one of the late night talk show hosts, gives us a humorous look at white privilege in his
skit with his colleague. (5:01)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUB3MGWT3xo
Here’s another James Corden segment on the current situation of racism in America. Corden talks to
his “sidekick”, Reggie Watts, who is emotionally overwhelmed all of a sudden by sharing his
experience as a black man in America. You can see how much Corden is moved by his friend’s pain.
(3:50) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1YMD8FfxDw

RACISM IN SINGAPORE
And if you think racism only exists in North American or the western world, think again. Here’s a
racism experiment in Singapore. You might be surprised to see racism in a country that’s neither
white or western. What does this video tell you about racism? (7:27)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2hvibGdg4w

ANOTHER RACISM EXPERIMENT IN A CHRISTIAN CONTEXT
This is a video of a racism experiment at a Christian youth group. Some of the participants look
uncomfortable. But, I’m sure this exercise got the young people thinking afterwards.
Privilege/Class/Social Inequalities Explained in a $100 Race - Please Watch to the End. (4:12)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K5fbQ1-zps
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WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT YOUR PRIVILEGE
1. Recognize your own privilege.
2. Resist the temptation to benefit from your privilege at the expense of others.
3. Use your privilege to be an advocate for those who are oppressed, marginalized and
discriminated against in our society.
To be an advocate is a good thing. Whether you’re an advocate, like a trained lawyer, or whether
you’re an advocate for your elderly parents in a care home, or your child at school, being an advocate
is akin to being like Jesus.
The word “advocate” means a person who speaks or writes in support or defense of a person, cause, etc.
(usually followed by of): an advocate of peace….a person who pleads for or in behalf of another;
intercessor… a person who pleads the cause of another in a court of law.
Jesus is our advocate. He defends us to the Father/Unknowable One and speaks on our behalf to the
Heavenly King. We are sinners, destined to eternal separation and death from God, the source of all
life. But, Jesus came to show us the way to eternal life. Jesus prays for us, intercedes for us, empowers
us, and sends his angels to guard and defend us. When God the Creator of both seen and unseen
worlds looks down at us, God doesn’t see us in our sin. God sees us through Jesus. Jesus is the Way,
the Truth and the Life. No one comes to the Father, except through him.
I’ve attached to this email an article on what it means for Jesus to be our advocate. I hope you
find this article enlightening.
Another word for advocate is “counsellor”. And, faith speaking, who is our counsellor? It’s God,
specifically the Holy Spirit. There are at least 18 bible verses that sees the Holy Spirit as our advocate.
https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/topics/The-Holy-Spirit-As-Counsellor
John 14:26-27
26 But the Counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach you all
things, and bring to your remembrance all that I have said to you. 27 Peace I leave with you; my
peace I give to you; not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled,
neither let them be afraid.
As we learn more who Jesus is, as we spend more time with Jesus and spiritually mature Christians in
our midst, as we grow in faith and in holiness through prayer, studying scripture, reading holy words,
we will learn what it means to be an advocate in a racist society.
We’re all racist because we live in a racist society with structures, policies, rules and biases in place
that give some racialized groups privilege over others. To this end, we as Christians must deal with
our own privilege and work to ensure others are not hurt by our privilege and to share our privileges
with those who are oppressed by racism and on the margins.
We can’t change what we don’t acknowledge. Did you know the word “confess” means to
acknowledge the truth? Maybe it’s time that some of us confess our racist attitudes, thoughts, ideas
and feelings so we can let the Holy Spirit change our hearts to become Christ for others. May we pray
that God’s grace make us advocates for racial justice and to stand in the gap for those marginalized by
violence, hate and a system created for a privileged few or a privileged majority.
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Let the Holy Spirit convict you of your unacknowledged racism so you can be more spiritually mature
in how you respond to the social and human condition of our time. Let the Holy Spirit guide you into
all truth. Let the Holy Spirit conform you into the image of Christ. We need God’s help to change our
hearts. This may take several tries as we keep letting go of racist thoughts/attitudes/beliefs in our
hearts and we let God transform us to be glorious advocates for truth, justice and peace.
Be encouraged. As you say “Yes” to God’s love and discipline, you will become more human and
more divine, like Jesus. Be encouraged to know God can change your heart. Be encouraged…
This reflection is not about making you feel guilty. It’s about helping you start a holy conversation
between you and God. This is what faith’s about…learning to follow Jesus. We all struggle with sin.
We all struggle with racism and all the other “-isms” that cause our social ills. Some of us don’t even
know why we have racist thoughts and ideas in our minds and hearts. But, we have to begin
somewhere. We have to do the hard work of dealing with the darkness in our hearts.
Remember. Our spiritual journey is not a sprint. It’s a marathon. You can’t move from being a racist,
to being an anti-racist, to being an advocate for the marginalized overnight. But, as I said in last
week’s reflection, EDUCATE YOURSELF! And let God do the work in you!
Be encouraged! Jesus is with you as you rest in his love for you. St. Paul in Romans 7 says …
Struggling with Sin (NIV Translation)
14 We know that the law is spiritual; but I am unspiritual, sold as a slave to sin. 15 I do not understand
what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate I do. 16 And if I do what I do not want to do,
I agree that the law is good. 17 As it is, it is no longer I myself who do it, but it is sin living in me. 18 For I
know that good itself does not dwell in me, that is, in my sinful nature. For I have the desire to do what is
good, but I cannot carry it out. 19 For I do not do the good I want to do, but the evil I do not want to
do—this I keep on doing. 20 Now if I do what I do not want to do, it is no longer I who do it, but it is sin
living in me that does it.
21 So I find this law at work: Although I want to do good, evil is right there with me. 22 For in my inner
being I delight in God’s law; 23 but I see another law at work in me, waging war against the law of my
mind and making me a prisoner of the law of sin at work within me. 24 What a wretched man I am!
Who will rescue me from this body that is subject to death? 25 Thanks be to God, who delivers me
through Jesus Christ our Lord!
Paul confesses he knows the right thing to do but he just can’t bring himself to do that right thing.
And he can’t stop himself from doing that evil thing. How many of us are like Paul? We can’t stop
ourselves from eating that extra cookie or buying that piece of clothing we don’t need. We can’t stop
gossiping, watching porn, or thinking ill thoughts of someone. We can’t give to others what we want
to give, whether that be love or money or our time. We beat ourselves up for failing ourselves, failing
others and failing our God.
In verse 25, Paul says, “Thanks be to God, through Jesus Christ our Lord!” It is Jesus who saves,
forgives our sin, and takes us to himself in glory. It is Jesus who redeems and makes things right on
our behalf through his work on the cross. We are made right with God through faith and God’s grace.
Here’s another translation of Romans 7 from The Message
13 I can already hear your next question: “Does that mean I can’t even trust what is good [that is, the
law]? Is good just as dangerous as evil?” No again! Sin simply did what sin is so famous for doing: using
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the good as a cover to tempt me to do what would finally destroy me. By hiding within God’s good
commandment, sin did far more mischief than it could ever have accomplished on its own.
14-16 I can anticipate the response that is coming: “I know that all God’s commands are spiritual, but I’m
not. Isn’t this also your experience?” Yes. I’m full of myself—after all, I’ve spent a long time in sin’s
prison. What I don’t understand about myself is that I decide one way, but then I act another, doing
things I absolutely despise. So if I can’t be trusted to figure out what is best for myself and then do it, it
becomes obvious that God’s command is necessary.
17-20 But

I need something more! For if I know the law but still can’t keep it, and if the power of sin within
me keeps sabotaging my best intentions, I obviously need help! I realize that I don’t have what it takes. I
can will it, but I can’t do it. I decide to do good, but I don’t really do it; I decide not to do bad, but then I
do it anyway. My decisions, such as they are, don’t result in actions. Something has gone wrong deep
within me and gets the better of me every time.
21-23 It

happens so regularly that it’s predictable. The moment I decide to do good, sin is there to trip me
up. I truly delight in God’s commands, but it’s pretty obvious that not all of me joins in that delight. Parts
of me covertly rebel, and just when I least expect it, they take charge.
24 I’ve

tried everything and nothing helps. I’m at the end of my rope. Is there no one who can do anything
for me? Isn’t that the real question?
25 The

answer, thank God, is that Jesus Christ can and does. He acted to set things right in this life of
contradictions where I want to serve God with all my heart and mind, but am pulled by the influence of
sin to do something totally different.

A VISION FOR THE NEW 521 PARISH
This is a video of New Hope Church. Our new 521 parish in Regina will not look as racially diverse as
New Hope. But, what if it did? What would that mean for the new parish? What if everyone from the
five Anglican parishes who came together in Christ worked to make the new parish a racially diverse
one? What would that mean? Would it mean that God is with us? That God’s Kingdom has come to
Regina and to us Anglicans? That we can love our neighbour as ourselves?
I’m excited to see what God can do with five struggling Anglican parishes who are being called to let
go of old ways of being and doing to seeing what new thing God wants to do in us! (4:25)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRwt25M5nGw

Be well, stay safe and keep close to God in Christ Jesus through the Holy Spirit!
May you know God’s peace today.
Read God’s Word.
Be free in Christ!
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